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Intuitive control of self-propelled microjets with haptic feedback
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Abstract Self-propelled microrobots have recently shown

promising results in several scenarios at the microscale, such
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as targeted drug delivery and micromanipulation of cells.

However, none of the steering systems available in the litera-

ture enable humans to intuitively and effectively control these

microrobots in the remote environment, which is a desirable

feature. In this paper we present an innovative teleoperation

system with force reflection that enables a human operator to

intuitively control the positioning of a self-propelled microjet.

A particle-filter-based visual tracking algorithm tracks at run-

time the position of the microjet in the remote environment.

A 6-degrees-of-freedom haptic interface then provides the

human operator with compelling haptic feedback about the

interaction between the controlled microjet and the environ-

ment, as well as enabling the operator to intuitively control

the target position of the microjet. Finally, a wireless mag-

netic control system regulates the orientation of the microjet

to reach the target point. The viability of the proposed ap-

proach is demonstrated through two experiments enrolling

twenty-eight subjects. In both experiments providing haptic

feedback significantly improved the performance and the

perceived realism of the considered tasks.

Keywords microtechnology · haptics · teleoperation ·
actuators · robotics

1 Introduction

The development of artificial micromotors has been progress-

ing fast since the last decade and promising results have been

achieved regarding several robotic tasks at the microscale,

such as controlled micropositioning [1,2,3], pickup and de-

livery of micro-objects, cells, and molecules [4,5,6,7,8], and

drilling into soft tissue [9,10,11,12]. Moreover, artificial mi-

cromotors have been proved to be of potential interest for

applications in environmental science [9,13], sensing [7,8,

14,15], and drug delivery [16,17]. Several types of catalytic

microrobots have been demonstrated to overcome Brownian
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motion at low Reynolds number regimes [1,18,19]. Motion

of these microrobots is based on several propulsion mech-

anisms, originated mainly from self-electrophoresis [20],

self-diffusiophoresis [21], interfacial tension [22], and mi-

crobubbles. Microjets are tubular micromotors of this last

type that are able to move at high speeds in hydrogen perox-

ide solutions (up to 200 body lengths per second [23]). They

are fabricated from rolled up nanomembranes of titanium,

chromium, iron, and platinum. Their propulsion is based on

the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by thin

layers of platinum, which generates bubbles and leads to the

fast forward jet motion of the microtube (see Sec. 3.1.1 for

details on the fabrication and propulsion mechanism of the

microjets).

One of the challenges in the development of microma-

chines for manipulation tasks at the microscale is the precise

and quick remote control of these micromotors. In this re-

spect, Khalil et al. [24] presented a system for the 2-dimen-

sional (2-D) closed-loop motion control of self-propelled mi-

crojets using four iron-cored electromagnetic coils and feed-

back extracted from a microscopic vision system. The system

controlled the orientation of the microjets using external mag-

netic torque, whereas the linear motion toward a reference

position was accomplished by the thrust and pulling mag-

netic forces generated by the ejecting oxygen bubbles and

field gradients, respectively. The control system navigated the

microjets at an average velocity of 115 µm/s and within an

average region-of-convergence (ROC) of 365 µm. Sanchez et

al. [25] presented a 2-D closed-loop control of self-propelled

microjets using feedback extracted from B-mode ultrasound

images. In this case, only two iron-cored electromagnetic

coils were used to generate the steering torques within a

plane. Coil currents were calculated using the position error

between the target position and the position registered by the

ultrasound machine. The control system positioned microjets

at an average velocity of 156 µm/s with an average tracking

error of 250.7 µm. Khalil et al. [26] presented a system for

the closed-loop motion control of self-propelled microjets

inside a fluidic microchannel. In the absence of a fluid flow,

the control system positioned the microjets at an average

velocity of 119 µm/s and within an average ROC of 390 µm.

With a flow rate of 2.5 µ l/min applied against the direction of

the microjets, the control system positioned the microjets at

an average velocity of 90 µm/s and within an average ROC

of 600 µm.

However, although quite effective, none of these sys-

tems enable humans to intuitively and effectively steer the

microjets in remote environments. The above mentioned

works, in fact, only take into account autonomous approaches.

Nonetheless, for reasons of safety, responsibility, and pub-

lic acceptance, it would be beneficial to provide a human

operator with intuitive means for directly controlling the

motion of a microjet, especially when dealing with medical

Fig. 1 Experimental setup: The tracker measures at runtime the position

of the microjets in the remote environment. The human operator then

sets the microjet’s reference point by controlling the position of the

end-effector of a 6 DoF haptic interface. At the same time, according

to the feedback condition being considered, the human operator is also

provided with kinesthetic and/or vibrotactile force feedback through the

end-effector of the same haptic interface. Finally, the magnetic control

system regulates the orientation of the microjet toward the reference

point.

applications [27,28,29]. In such a case, the operator needs

to observe, from the master side, the environment within

the controlled microjet is moving. This is possible through

different types of information that flow from the remote sce-

nario to the human operator. They are usually a combination

of visual and haptic stimuli. Visual feedback is already em-

ployed in several commercial telerobotic systems (e.g., the

da Vinci Surgical System, Intuitive Surgical, USA) while it

is not common to find commercially-available teleoperation

systems implementing haptic force feedback. This omission

is mainly due to the fact that in certain situations haptic feed-

back can lead to an unstable behavior of the system. Indeed,

stability of teleoperation systems with force reflection can be

significantly affected by communication latency in the loop,

hard contacts, relaxed grasps, and many other destabilizing
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Fig. 2 Teleoperation system: The image-guided tracking algorithm tracks at runtime the position of the microjets in the remote environment using a

high-resolution camera and a particle-filter-based algorithm. A 6-DoF grounded haptic interface then provides the human operator with haptic

feedback, kinesthetic and/or vibrotactile, about the interaction of the microjet with the remote environment. At the same time, it enables the operator

to intuitively control the reference position of the microjet. Finally, the magnetic control algorithm controls the orientation of the microjet, steering it

toward the reference position defined by the operator.

factors that dramatically reduce the effectiveness of haptics

in teleoperation [30].

Nonetheless, haptic feedback is still widely believed to

be a valuable tool in teleoperation [31,32,33,34,35]. Its ben-

efits typically include increased manipulation accuracy [36,

37], and decreased completion time, peak and mean force

applied to the remote environment [36,38,39,40,41]. In med-

ical scenarios, force feedback has been proved to improve

performance in fine microneedle positioning [42], telerobotic

catheter insertion [43], suturing simulation [44], cardiotho-

racic procedures [45], and cell injection systems [46]. The

benefits of haptic feedback have been also shown in microma-

nipulation [47,48,49,50]. Mehrtash et al. [48], for example,

presented a magnetic micromanipulation platform able to

provide haptic feedback through a Phantom Omni haptic

interface (Geomagic, USA). The human operator feels a re-

sistive force every time the microrobot encounters a stiff

object. More recently, Ghanbari et al. [50] developed a mi-

crorobotic teleoperated cell injection system that provides

the human operator with position-to-position kinematic map-

ping between master and slave, as well as haptic guidance

for real-time assistance during the injection task.

To guarantee the stability of teleoperation systems with

force reflection, passivity [51] has been exploited as the main

tool for providing a sufficient condition for stable teleop-

eration in several controller design approaches [52,53,54,

55]. In [52], for example, a coding scheme is applied to

the power variables (velocities and forces) to turn the time-

delayed communication channel into a passive element. More

recently, Franken et al. [55] presented a dual-layer controller

structure. A transparency layer is in charge of computing

the ideal forces to be actuated at both the master and the

slave, regardless of stability constraints. Cascaded with the

transparency layer, a passivity layer modulates such forces

when this is necessary to avoid violations of the passivity

condition. A further approach to provide force information

in teleoperation while guaranteeing the stability of the con-

trol loop is sensory substitution. It consists of substituting

haptic force with alternative forms of feedback, such as vi-

brotactile [56], auditory [41], and/or visual feedback [57]. In

this case, since no haptic force is fed back to the operator,

the control loop is stable and no bilateral controller is thus

needed [37]. Kitagawa et al. [57], for example, discussed

the effects of substituting haptic feedback with visual and

auditory cues during a teleoperated surgical knot-tying task.

Forces applied while using these sensory substitution modali-

ties more closely approximate suture tensions achieved under

ideal haptic conditions (i.e., hand ties) than forces applied

without such feedback. Ramos et al. [58] combined haptic

feedback and sensory substitution via vibrotactile stimuli in

a teleoperated needle insertion task to convey multiple pieces

of information through the same perception channel, i.e.,

the skin. They provided the human operator with vibrotac-

tile feedback to render navigation cues and haptic feedback

to reproduce the mechanical properties of the tissue being

penetrated. Similarly, Pacchierotti et al. [28] presented a tele-

operation system for steering flexible needles that enables

clinicians to directly maneuver the surgical tool while provid-

ing them with navigation cues through haptic and vibrotactile

force feedback.

1.1 Contribution

In this study we present an innovative haptic teleoperation

system for steering self-propelled microjets in 2-dimensional

space, shown in Fig. 1. It enables a human operator to in-
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Fig. 3 Tracking algorithm. Each region of interest (ROI) registered by the camera is first filtered by a Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter.

Subsequently, the tracker selects the target object based on shape, size, and temporal consistency, and it then estimates its position. Finally, to

robustly track inconsistent shapes and to effectively reject the presence of other microjets that we do not want to control, we use a particle filter. The

tracker uses the estimated position to weight the particles of the particle filter. After the weighting, the particles are also used for position estimation

in the next frame.

tuitively and accurately control the motion of a microjet in

the remote environment while providing him/her with com-

pelling haptic feedback about the interaction between the

microjet and said environment.

An image-guided tracking algorithm tracks at runtime

the position of the microjets using a high-resolution camera

and a particle-filter-based algorithm, as described in Sec. 2.1.

A 6 degrees-of-freedom (DoF) grounded haptic interface

then provides the human operator with haptic feedback about

the interaction between the controlled microjet and the re-

mote environment, as well as enabling him/her to intuitively

control the reference target position of the microjet, as de-

scribed in Sec. 2.2. Finally, the control algorithm controls the

orientation of the selected microjet using magnetic torques

generated by six electromagnetic coils, which steer the mi-

crojet toward the reference position defined by the operator,

as summarized in Sec. 2.3. Figure 2 shows how the tracking,

haptic, and control systems are interconnected. While the

magnetic control system has been adapted from [24], track-

ing and haptic rendering systems are presented here for the

first time.

Together with the teleoperation system, we also present

two innovative force rendering algorithms able to provide

information about the interaction between the microjet and

the remote environment in the case of both structured and

unstructured environments. We employ an adapted version

of the god-object model [59] in the case of structured re-

mote environments, while we estimate the interaction forces

from the change in velocity of the microjet in the case of

unstructured environments. Finally, we also present the eval-

uation of three different types of tactile and kinesthetic haptic

force feedback, with the objective of discovering the most

effective rendering approach for the considered application.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the

effectiveness of haptics is tested in such an application.

2 Teleoperation System

The teleoperation system is composed of the tracking, haptic,

and control systems summarized below. They enable a human

operator to intuitively and accurately control the motion of a

microjet in 2-dimensional space while providing him or her

with compelling haptic feedback about the interaction of the

microjet with the remote environment.

2.1 Tracking System

In order to precisely track the position of the controlled micro-

jet in the remote environment, we placed a high-resolution

camera above the Petri dish hosting the environment (see

Fig. 1). The camera is a Sony XCD-X710 1024×768 pixels

FireWire videocamera (Sony Corporation, Japan). It has an

adjustable zoom with a maximum of 24X, a frame rate of

25 fps, and it is mounted on a linear stage to enable precise

focusing. A CCD sensor is used for recording, with a pixel

width and height of 5.50 µm, providing a resolution up to

0.50 µm. The flow chart of the tracking algorithm is shown

in Fig. 3.

2.1.1 Object recognition

Each frame registered by the camera is first filtered by a

Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter [60], which is used to find

areas of rapid change (edges) in the image. The purpose of

this preprocessing technique is to make the algorithm less
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Fig. 4 Time consistency within a region of interest (ROI). In the left

picture an overlap of the current and old binary ROI images is shown.

White pixels from the old binary image of the ROI are shown in gray,

white pixels from the current ROI are shown in white, and overlapping

pixels are shown in green. Two objects are present in the current ROI

(left), but, since the object in the middle has the most overlapping pixels,

the tracker rejects the other one (right).

sensitive to artifacts and noise, including shadows, reflections

and features outside the focus of the camera, with the objec-

tive of making the algorithm more sensitive to the features of

the target microrobot. A custom LoG filter can be designed

for each type of microrobot by choosing an appropriate stan-

dard deviation σ for the LoG filter kernel, evaluated as

LoG(x,y) =
1

πσ4

(

1− x2 + y2

2σ2

)

e
− x2+y2

2σ2 , (1)

where LoG(0,0) is the midpoint of the kernel, and x and y

are the pixel coordinates of the 2-D frame recorded by the

CCD sensor. The filtered frame Ff (x,y) is then converted to

a binary frame Fb(x,y) using a simple adaptive threshold,

Fb(x,y) =

{

1 if Ff (x,y)< T (x,y)

0 otherwise,
(2)

where T (x,y) is the threshold matrix, that is properly tuned

for each type of microrobot. Pixels equal to zero are colored

as white, while pixels equal to one are colored as black (see

Figs. 4 and 5). Once the binary frame is obtained, objects

that are most likely to be microrobots are selected according

to their size and shape. Finally, the estimated position of their

centroids is calculated by averaging their pixel coordinates.

In this work we customized the filter and the threshold matrix

for the tracking of self-propelled microjets.

2.1.2 Region of interest

In order to reduce the overall computational complexity, once

we have selected the microrobots to track, instead of analyz-

ing the full-size frame, we can choose a region of interest

(ROI) around each tracked object, in which the tracking anal-

ysis is carried out. The size of the ROI is fixed and determined

a priori according to the size and speed of a microjet, so that

it contains the tracked object for at least two consequent

frames. The center of the ROI is the estimated position of the

Fig. 5 Convergence of the particle filter on a microjet. The particle filter

provides robust tracking even in the presence of inconsistent shapes

such as a microjet surronded by its own oxygen bubble trail. The tracker

achieves a frame rate of approximately 30 frames per second.

considered microrobot’s centroid, and it is updated at every

cycle. If multiple objects appear within a ROI, the tracker

select the object that is temporally the most consistent. This

is done by segmenting the binary image of the ROI and com-

paring the overlapping pixels between the current image and

the previous one, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

2.1.3 Particle filter

Although the object recognition technique described above

can already provide a good position estimation in case of

high contrast frames (e.g., magnetic microparticles under

a microscope), in our application we require the tracker to

robustly track inconsistent shapes, such as our microjets sur-

rounded by oxygen bubble trails. The inability to do so may

in fact lead to a wrong mapping of the magnetic forces, which

would affect the positioning of the microjet (see Sec. 2.3),

and to abrupt changes in the position of the haptic device

end-effector, which would dramatically reduce the quality of

the haptic interaction (see Sec. 3). For this reason, in order

to robustly track self-propelled microjets, we employed a

particle filter [61], which is a sequential version of the Monte

Carlo algorithm. At the beginning, the particles of the par-

ticle filter are seeded with a Gaussian distribution around

the selected microjet, based on the a priori knowledge of the

microjet speed [23]. Independent distributions are used on

both directions, since the direction of the movement is not

known yet. The distributions are generated by taking the Box-

Muller transform of uniformly distributed random numbers

u1 and u2, adjusting the mean and standard deviation of the

distributions according to the position of the centroid and

the speed of the microjet, respectively. Given a particle set

N = [Npos Nweight]
T, we can thus define the initial particles
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positions as

Npos =

[

xc +
√

−2ln(u1)cos(2πu2)σs

yc +
√

−2ln(u1)sin(2πu2)σs

]T

=

[

Npos,x

Npos,y

]T

, (3)

and their initial weights as Nweight = 1. Coordinates (xc,yc)
indicate the position of the microjet’s centroid, as estimated

in Sec. 2.1.1, and σs indicates the expected standard deviation

of the microjet speed.

After this initialization, at each new cycle, the weight of

each particle i is calculated using the estimated position of

the tracked object based both on the abovementioned centroid

estimation and on the optical flow, i.e.,

Nweight(i) = pc(i)po(i), (4)

where

pc(i) =
1

σc

√
2π

e
− 1

2

((

Npos,x(i)−xc
σc

)2

+

(

Npos,y(i)−yc
σc

)2)

po(i) =
1

σo

√
2π

e
− 1

2

((

Npos,x(i)−xo
σo

)2

+

(

Npos,y(i)−yo
σo

)2)

.

(5)

Coordinates (xc,yc) and (xo,yo) indicate the estimated posi-

tion of the target microjet according to the object recognition

method of Sec. 2.1.1 and the optical flow, respectively. σc

and σo represent the standard deviations of these estimations,

respectively. The optical flow estimation, which assumes that

neighboring pixels have similar motion, is done according

to the Lucas-Kanade method [62]. After the weighting, each

particle is split into particles of equal weight, and, since

the number of particles is not changing, particles with low

weights are excluded and particles with high weights result in

a stack of multiple particles. An example of the convergence

of the particle filter on a microjet is shown in Fig. 5.

Although this tracking algorithm supports many different

types of microrobots, such as Janus particles and micropar-

ticles, in this work we have tuned it for the tracking of self-

propelled microjets. Experiments showed the tracker to be

able to track microjets in 2-D with an average precision of

90.4 µm at 25 Hz [?].

During the experiments described in this paper, the mi-

crojet to control was manually selected at the beginning of

each set of experiments with one subject, and the tracking

was never lost throughout the trails.

2.2 Haptic System

The haptic feedback system is a 6-DoF Omega haptic inter-

face (Force Dimension, Switzerland), shown in Fig. 6. It is

composed of a delta-based parallel kinematics structure that

provides good closed loop stiffness and high accuracy. The

rotating wrist joint allows the user to also change the orienta-

tion of the pen-shaped end-effector. Moreover, the interface

is constructed in such a way that translations and rotations are

decoupled from each other. Translational degrees of freedom

are active, while rotational degrees of freedom are passive.

This haptic interface is also equipped with active gravity

compensation to improve the teleoperation transparency and

reduce the operator’s fatigue. In this work we use the Omega

6 interface as an impedance haptic device. We measure the

position of the end-effector, controlled by the human opera-

tor, to set the reference target position of the microjet. The

scaling factor between master and slave systems is 0.03 in

all directions, i.e., moving the end-effector of the Omega

interface of 10 cm moves the microjet’s reference position

of 3 mm. At the same time, through the same end-effector,

we provide the operator with force feedback from the remote

environment. The force to be provided is evaluated according

to the feedback condition considered, as detailed in Sec. 3,

and it is a combination of kinesthetic and vibrotactile stimuli.

The haptic control loop runs at 2 kHz.

Since we control the microjet in 2-dimensional space,

the translational motion of the Omega is constrained on a

x-y plane (see Fig. 6). Force fz(t), provided by the Omega

interface along the z axis, is defined as

fz(t) =−kb,k(po,z(t)− pz,plane),

where kb,k = 2000 N/m, po,z(t) is the current position of the

end-effector of the Omega in the z direction, and pz,plane

is the location of the x-y plane along z. The Omega’s pen-

shaped end-effector is also equipped with a programmable

button. For safety reasons, the position of the Omega’s end-

effector is linked with the reference target position of the

microjet only when the button is pressed. On the other hand,

when the button is not pressed, the translational motion of

the Omega is blocked and the movements of the end-effector

are not forwarded to the control system. Force fb(t) ∈ R
2,

provided by the Omega interface along the x and y directions

when the button is not pressed, is defined as

fb(t) =−kb,k(po(t)−po,b),

where po(t)∈R
2 is the current position of the end-effector of

the Omega, and po,b ∈ R
2 is the position of the end-effector

of the Omega the instant the button was released.

Although a 6-DoF haptic interface may seem unnecessary

to control microjets in 2-D, pilot experiments showed the

three rotational degrees of freedom to improve the operator’s

comfort and ergonomy with respect to interfaces with fewer

degrees of freedom, e.g., the 3-DoF Omega 3 interface by

Force Dimension.

2.3 Control System

Given the current position of the microjet, as estimated by the

tracking algorithm, and the commanded reference position,
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Fig. 6 The Omega 6 haptic interface provides the human operator with

haptic feedback from the remote environment and, at the same time,

provides the control system with the microjet’s reference position. The

haptic feedback provided is a combination of kinesthetic and vibro-

tactile stimuli, depending on the feedback modality considered (see

Sec. 3). Since the microjets are controlled in 2-dimensional space, we

constrained the translational motion of the Omega to its x-y plane.

as controlled by the operator through the end-effector of the

haptic interface, the control system controls the orientation

of the microjet through an array of six orthogonally oriented

metal-core electromagnets, with the aim of steering it toward

the reference point.

The electromagnetic system controls the orientation of

the selected microjet using external magnetic torque, whereas

the forward motion towards the reference position is accom-

plished by the thrust force generated by the ejecting oxygen

bubbles. In particular, we employ a sliding-mode control

system [63], owing to its robustness in the presence of param-

eter uncertainties and unmodeled disturbance forces, such as

wall and surface effects, bubbles-microjet interactions, and

microjet-microjet interactions. At first, we characterize the

magnetic dipole moment based on the motion analysis of the

microjets using uniform magnetic field reversals [64]. Then,

we employed the characterized magnetic dipole moment for

the realization of a magnetic force-current map of the micro-

jet. This map, in turn, is used for the design of a closed-loop

control system that does not depend on the exact dynamical

model of the microjets and the accurate knowledge of the

parameters of the magnetic system. The motion control char-

acteristics in the transient- and steady-states depend on the

concentration of the surrounding fluid (hydrogen peroxide

solution) and the strength of the applied magnetic field. The

control system has been presented in [2,26,24], and it has

been proved to position microjets at an average velocity of

115 µm/s, and within an average region-of-convergence of

365 µm. The control algorithm loop runs at 100 Hz. A video

of a microjet being controlled in free space is available as

supplemental material.

The teleoperation system is managed by a GNU/Linux

machine (Debian 7.4 with Linux Kernel 3.2), equipped with a

real-time scheduler. The haptic device and the high-resolution

camera are connected to the GNU/Linux machine via USB

and Ethernet connections, respectively. The electromagnets

are driven by a custom control board that provides the re-

quired current. The image-guided tracking algorithm tracks

at runtime the position of the microjets in the remote envi-

ronment at 25 Hz. The 6-DoF grounded haptic interface then

provides the human operator with haptic feedback about the

interaction of the microjet with the remote environment at

2 kHz. Finally, the magnetic control algorithm controls the

orientation of the microjet at 100 Hz, steering it toward the

reference position defined by the operator. The haptic inter-

face therefore receives for 80 cycles the same information

from the tracker and, although the reference position of the

microjet is updated at 2 kHz, the magnetic controller changes

it every 0.01 s only. Similarly, the control algorithm receives

for 4 cycles the same information from the tracker.

So as to preserve the stability of the teleoperation system,

we took into account the passivity controller described in [55]

(see also Sec. 1). The control architecture is split into two sep-

arate layers. The hierarchical top layer, named Transparency

Layer, aims at achieving the desired transparency, while the

lower layer, named Passivity Layer, ensures the passivity

of the system. Separate communication channels connect

the layers at the slave and master levels so that information

related to exchanged energy is separated from information

about the desired behavior. The parameters used in our im-

plementation of this control strategy are the same employed

in [28]. Stability control is only used to regulate the kines-

thetic force feedback provided by the haptic interface (see

Sec. 3), since vibrotactile stimuli do not affect the stability

of the control loop [37].

3 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents the experimental evaluation of the in-

tegrated teleoperation system with haptic feedback. The ex-

perimental setup is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It is composed of

the tracking, haptic, and control systems detailed in Sec. 2.

In order to test the effectiveness of our system and to under-

stand the role of haptic feedback for such an application, we

carried out two sets of experiments. The first one, described

in Sec. 3.2, aims at evaluating the steering capabilities of

the proposed teleoperation system in a structured remote

environment composed of a 2.25×2.25 mm maze. The sec-

ond experiment, described in Sec. 3.3, aims at evaluating the

steering capabilities of our system in an unstructured remote

environment composed of randomly placed microstructures.

In both experiments the environment is filled with hydrogen

peroxide solution with concentration of 5%, along with small

amounts of isopropanol and Triton X. A catalytic microjet

with a length of 50 µm is used.
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3.1 Materials

3.1.1 Microjets fabrication and propulsion mechanism

Catalytic microjets are fabricated from rolled up nanomem-

branes of titanium, chromium, iron and platinum. At first,

18×18 mm glass wafers are cleaned with acetone and iso-

propanol by sonication for 2 minutes in each solvent. The

glass wafers are dried and baked at 120◦C for 2 minutes. Coat-

ing with positive photoresist ARP-3510 is carried out on a

spin-coater at 3500 rpm for 35 seconds. The samples are post

baked at 90◦C for 2 minutes. Exposure to ultraviolet light

through a mask of 50×50 µm squared structures for 7 sec-

onds with a MJB 4 Mask Aligner leads to photolithographic

patterning of the photoresist. The samples are developed in

AR 300-35: water (1:1) solution for 50 seconds and dried sub-

sequently. Angled metal evaporation of 5 nm titanium, 5 nm

chromium and 5 nm iron at different rates (3Å/s, 0.5 Å/s, 1

Å/s) is conducted on each of these patterned wafers using

an Edwards E-beam. Subsequent sputtering of 3 nm of plat-

inum is performed by using magnetron sputtering machine.

The sacrificial photoresist layer is removed by immersing the

glass wafers in isopropanol. The Ti/Cr/Fe/Pt nanomembranes

roll up immediately into microtubes of 50 µm length.

The motion of these microjets is based on the catalysis

of hydrogen peroxide on the inner platinum tube wall, which

generates bubbles and leads to the fast forward jet motion

of the microtube. If a catalyst is present, in fact, hydrogen

peroxide is rapidly converted into oxygen and water. The

formation of oxygen bubbles inside the tube cavity leads to

the accumulation and, finally, to the ejection of bubbles from

one end of the microtube. This ejection of bubble creates a

forward motion of the microtube in the opposite direction of

the ejection [65]. Once the catalysis is started, the propulsion

pushes the microjet with a constant force, that depends on the

concentration of hydrogen peroxide in the medium the micro-

jet is moving. Several speed control mechanisms for this type

of microjets have been proposed in the literature. The first

one used light to slow down the motion of the microjets [66].

Light, in fact, diminishes the local concentration of hydrogen

peroxide and leads to a slower catalysis of fuel and, therefore,

to less bubble formation. Another approach to speed control

is based on thermoresponsive polymers. The opening and

closing of the tube by slight temperature changes affect the

accumulation of the oxygen bubbles [67]. When the tempera-

ture is increased, the microtube opens, and, as a result, the

bubbles cannot accumulate in its cavity, stopping the motion

of the microjet. On the other hand, when the temperature is

decreased, the polymer film forms a microtube again, the

bubbles starts to accumulate, and the forward motion starts.

In this work we do not enforce any direct control on the

speed of the microjet. The electromagnetic system controls

the orientation, whereas the forward motion is accomplished

Fig. 7 Schematic of the maze fabrication steps and its surface treatment.

by the aforementioned thrust force generated by the ejecting

oxygen bubbles.

3.1.2 Maze fabrication and surface treatment

The mazes used in the first experiment consist of open mi-

crochannels in different configurations with thickness be-

tween 50 and 100 µm, and separation of 125, 250 and 500 µm.

They were fabricated by rapid prototyping and PDMS tech-

nologies as described previously [68]. Briefly, a 50×50 mm2

silicon substrate was spin coated for 30 s at 1000 and 2000

rpm with an acceleration of 300 rpm/s for obtaining 100 and

50 µm thicknesses, respectively, with a negative photoresist

(SU8, Microchem, Germany) and patterned through a mask

less technique (µPG-501, Heidelberg Instruments GmbH,

Germany). First, the geometry was designed by using a digi-

tal CAD software, then the design was loaded in the device

software and converted to µPG format. With a mask etch

alignment procedure, the design was aligned to the substrate

and was projected via micromirror array onto the photoresist

by using a high power UV LED (emission wavelength of

390 nm), with an exposure time of 1500 ms. Then, the SU8

was baked according to the recommendations of MicroChem.

The developing was made by immersion of the substrate

in the respective developer (SU-8 Developer, Microchem,

Germany) for 6 min with slight agitation. The reaction was

then stopped with isopropanol, and finally dried with N2 gun.

After that, the silicon elastomer (Sylgrad 184, Dow Corning,

Germany) was mixed with the curing agent at a ratio of 10:1

(w/w) and degassed by using a desiccator. Subsequently, the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Trajectories for two representative runs of the microjet steering

experiment in the two mazes considered. Each subject performed the

task four times, steering the microjet through the maze from top to

bottom and back two times.

PDMS was poured onto the SU8 master and baked for two

hours at 65◦C. Finally, the mazes were peeled-off from the

master. To complete the fabrication and conditioning process,

the mazes were immersed into an HCl:H2O2:H2O (1:1:5) so-

lution for 30 min, followed by a washing step in DI H2O and

dried with N2 in order to create hydroxyl groups and confer

hydrophilicity to the PDMS to avoid bubble forming at the

moment of filling the microchannels with the micromotor

containing solution. This process is summarized in Fig. 7.

3.2 Steering microjets in a structured remote environment

The first experiment aims at evaluating our teleoperation

system in a structured remote environment composed of a

2.25×2.25 mm maze made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),

as detailed in Sec. 3.1.2.

3.2.1 Subjects

Sixteen subjects (15 males, 1 female, age range 20 - 32 years)

took part in the experiment, all of whom were right-handed.

Five of them had previous experience with haptic interfaces.

None reported any deficiencies in their perception abilities.

The experimenter explained the procedures and spent about

two minutes adjusting the setup to be comfortable before the

subject began the experiment. No practice trial was allowed.

3.2.2 Methods

The task consisted of steering a microjet through the maze,

being as fast as possible, trying to avoid collisions with the

maze walls, and taking the shortest path. According to the

feedback condition considered, the subject was provided with

kinesthetic and/or vibrotactile force feedback about the iner-

tia of the controlled microjet and the collisions with the maze

walls, as detailed below. The mazes employed are shown in

Fig. 8. Eight subjects used the maze shown in Fig. 8a and

eight the one shown in Fig. 8b. A video of the experiment

is available as supplemental material. Three frames of the

video are shown in Fig. 9.

Each subject made sixteen randomized repetitions of the

microjet steering task, with four repetitions for each feedback

condition proposed:

– kinesthetic-kinesthetic feedback, where kinesthetic force

is used to render the inertia of the controlled microjet and

the collisions between the reference point and the maze

walls (condition KK);

– kinesthetic-vibrotactile feedback, where kinesthetic force

is used to render the inertia of the controlled microjet and

vibrotactile cues are used to render the collisions between

the reference point and the maze walls (condition KV);

– visual substitution of force feedback, where information

about the inertia of the microjet and about the collisions

between the reference point and the maze walls is pro-

vided visually to the subject (condition S);

– no feedback about the inertia of the microjet and the

collisions between the reference point and the maze walls

(condition N).

In condition KK, the Omega haptic interface provides

the subject with kinesthetic feedback about collisions of the

reference point with the maze walls and about the inertia

of the microjet. Kinesthetic force feedback fc,k(t), responsi-

ble for rendering collisions of the reference point with the

maze walls, is evaluated according to the popular god-object

model [59], and the maze walls are modeled as spring-damper

systems:

fc,k(t) =−kc,k(pr(t)−pr,proxy(t))−bcṗr(t). (6)

kc,k = 1000 N/m is the elastic constant of the spring, bc =

5 Ns/m is the damping coefficient, pr(t) ∈ R
2 is the current

position of the reference point as controlled by the subject

through the haptic interface, and pr,proxy(t) ∈ R
2 is the vir-

tual location of the reference point, placed where the haptic

interface point would be if the haptic interface and the walls

were infinitely stiff (i.e., on the surface of the maze walls in

our case) [59]. On the other hand, kinesthetic force feedback

fi,k(t), responsible for rendering the inertia of the microjet,

is evaluated as if a spring-damper system connected the ref-

erence point and the microjet:

fi,k(t) =−ki(pr(t)−pj(t))−biṗr(t), (7)

where ki = 100 N/m is the elastic constant of the spring,

bi = 5 Ns/m is the damping coefficient, and pj(t) ∈ R
2 is the

current position of the microjet as evaluated by the tracker. In

this condition the subject feels an opposite force when trying

to penetrate the maze walls and when moving the reference

point far from the microjet (i.e., when the microjet is not

fast enough to follow the reference point). Both forces are

provided by the Omega 6 haptic interface.
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Fig. 9 Three frames from the video of the first experiment. The task consisted of steering the microjet through the maze being as fast as possible,

trying to avoid collisions with the maze walls, and taking the shortest path. The blue cross indicates the microjet reference point that is linked to the

position of the haptic interface end-effector. The red dot indicates the position of the microjet, as evaluated by the tracking algorithm. The full video

is available as supplemental material.

In condition KV, the Omega haptic interface provides

the subject with vibrotactile feedback about collisions of the

reference point with the maze walls and kinesthetic feedback

about the inertia of the microjet. Vibrotactile force feedback

fc,v(t), responsible for rendering collisions of the reference

point with the maze walls, is again evaluated according to

the god-object model [59], and the maze walls are modeled

as spring systems:

fc,v(t) = kc,v(pr(t)−pr,proxy(t))

[

sin(2π fht)

sin(2π fvt)

]

. (8)

kc,v = 200 N/m is the elastic constant of the spring, and

fh = 200 Hz and fv = 150 Hz are the frequencies of the

vibrations when the collisions happen along the x and y direc-

tions, respectively (see Fig. 8). The amplitude of the vibration

indicates the magnitude of the penetration inside the maze

wall while its frequency indicates the direction of the colli-

sion. Frequency values are chosen to maximally stimulate the

Pacinian corpuscle receptors [69], be easy to distinguish [70],

and fit the master device specifications. The inertia is ren-

dered as in condition KK (see eq. (7)). Both forces are again

provided by the Omega 6 haptic interface.

In condition S, no force is fed back to the subject through

the Omega haptic interface, and force feedback is substi-

tuted by a red line segment showing on the screen the vector

fc,k(t)+ fi,k(t) as calculated in eqs. (6) and (7) (see Fig. 10).

The pixel coordinates of the segment’s endpoints are (0,0)

and 50(fc,k(t)+ fi,k(t)). This feedback technique, consisting

of substituting force feedback with stimuli of another sensory

modality (i.e., visual in this case), is known in haptics as sen-

sory substitution. It is widely used in teleoperation to provide

information about the forces exerted at the remote environ-

ment while guaranteeing the stability of the teleoperation

loop (see Sec. 1).

Finally, in condition N, the system provides no infor-

mation about the inertia of the microjet and the collisions

between the reference point and the maze walls.

Visual feedback on the remote environment is always

provided to the subjects (see Fig. 1), and the Omega 6 haptic

interface is always used to provide the controller with the mi-

crojet’s reference point. The passivity algorithm presented in

[55] guarantees the stability of the control loop (see Sec. 2.3).

The environment variables defined in eqs. (6), (7), and (8)

have been selected by carrying out a pilot experiment en-

rolling three subjects (3 males, age range 25 - 29 years), who

did not participate in the main experiment described in this

section. They were asked to interact with the environment

and modify at runtime the values of the considered variables

(i.e., kc,k, bc, ki, bi, and kc,v) until the haptic interaction felt

as realistic as possible (e.g., touching the maze walls through

the haptic interface felt like touching a real wall).

3.2.3 Results

We measure (1) task completion time, (2) percentage of time

that the microjet is in contact with the maze walls, and (3)

length of the microjet path. The task completion time is nor-

malized by the average speed of the microjets considered in

the experiment. A low value of these three metrics denotes

the best performance. Similar metrics have been already used

in the literature for different biomedical and microrobotic

scenarios and applications. Diller et al. [71], for example,

measured completion time and trajectory error of a path fol-

lowing task to evaluate the effectiveness of a magnetic system

at independently control the motion of multiple microrobots

in 3-D. The same metrics have been also used in [72]. Meli

et al. [41] tested the effectiveness of kinesthetic and tactile
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feedback in a robot-assisted surgical scenario and evaluated

completion time, force exerted on the environment, and path

length. Moody et al. [73] measured the performance of haptic

feedback for a suturing task by evaluating completion time

and force exerted on the environment. Finally, Pacchierotti

et al. [74] evaluated completion time, force exerted on the

environment, accuracy, and perceived effectiveness of tac-

tile feedback in a palpation task using a da Vinci Surgical

Robot (Intuitive Surgical Inc., USA).

Figure 11a shows the normalized average completion

time for the four experimental conditions. All the data passed

the Shapiro-Wilk normality test [75] and the Mauchly’s Test

of Sphericity [76]. A repeated-measure ANOVA [77] showed

a statistically significant difference between the means of the

four feedback conditions (F(3,45) = 8.550, p < 0.001, a =

0.05). Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni adjustments [78]

revealed a statistically significant difference between condi-

tions KK and N (p = 0.003), and KV and N (p = 0.016).

Moreover, although the performance under condition S was

not found significantly different from conditions KK and

KV, comparison between them was very close to significance

(KK vs. S with p = 0.069, KV vs. S with p = 0.065). The

Bonferroni correction is used to reduce the chances of obtain-

ing false-positive results when multiple pair-wise tests are

performed on a single set of data.

Figure 11b shows the average percentage of time the

microjet was in contact with the maze walls for the four

experimental conditions. All the data passed the Shapiro-

Wilk normality test and the Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity. A

repeated-measure ANOVA showed a statistically significant

difference between the means of the four feedback conditions

(F(3,45) = 9.916, p < 0.001, a = 0.05). Post hoc analysis with

Bonferroni adjustments revealed a statistically significant

difference between conditions KK and S (p = 0.008), KK

and N (p = 0.024), KV and S (p = 0.001), and KV and N

(p = 0.020).

Figure 11c shows the average length of the path the mi-

crojet took to exit the maze for the four experimental con-

ditions. All the data passed the Shapiro-Wilk normality test

and the Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity. A repeated-measure

ANOVA showed a statistically significant difference between

the means of the four feedback conditions (F(3,45) = 10.308,

p < 0.001, a = 0.05). Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni

adjustments revealed a statistically significant difference be-

tween conditions KK and S (p = 0.026), KK and N (p =

0.002), KV and S (p = 0.024), and KV and N (p = 0.009).

In addition to the quantitative evaluation reported above,

we also measured users’ experience. Immediately after the

experiment, subjects were asked to report the effectiveness

of each feedback condition in completing the given task us-

ing bipolar Likert-type seven-point scales. Figure 11d shows

the perceived effectiveness of the four feedback conditions.

A Friedman test [79] showed a statistically significant dif-

Fig. 10 In condition S, force feedback is substituted by visual feedback.

A red line segment shows on the screen the force feedback fc,k(t)+
fi,k(t) as calculated in eq. (6) and (7) for condition KK.

ference between the means of the four feedback conditions

(χ2(3) = 42.702, p < 0.001). The Friedman test is the non-

parametric equivalent of the more popular repeated measures

ANOVA. The latter is not appropriate here since the depen-

dent variable was measured at the ordinal level. Post hoc

analysis with Bonferroni adjustments revealed a statistically

significant difference between conditions KK and S (p =

0.030), KK and N (p = 0.045), KV and S (p < 0.001), and

KV and N (p < 0.001). Moreover, although condition KK

was not found significantly different from condition KV, com-

parison between them was very close to significance (p =

0.082). Finally, subjects were asked to choose the condition

they preferred the most. Condition KV was preferred by ten

subjects, condition KK was preferred by four subjects, and

condition N was preferred by two subjects. Subjects partic-

ularly appreciated the capability of condition KV to enable

them to well discriminate between the force due to the inertia

and the one due to the collision with the maze walls.

3.3 Steering microjets in an unstructured remote

environment

In the experiment presented in Sec. 3.2, the remote environ-

ment is known and it is therefore easy to detect collisions

with the maze walls. However, of course, this is not always

the case, since in many scenarios we cannot retrieve such

detailed a priori information about the environment the mi-

crojet is operating in. For this reason, we decided to carry

out a second experiment aiming at evaluating the steering ca-

pabilities of our system in unstructured remote environments.

The experimental setup is the same as described in Sec. 3.2

and shown in Fig. 1, but this time the remote environment is

composed of randomly placed microstructures in the shapes

of squares, equilateral triangles, and semicircles. The squares

and triangles have sides of 0.15 mm and the semicircles have

a diameter of 0.15 mm.
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Fig. 12 Three frames from the video of the second experiment: The task consisted of exploring the remote environment by steering the microjet

through a sequence of predefined locations, indicated in the screen as dashed circles. At the beginning, all the circles are red and they turn green

as soon as the microjet enters them. As in the previous experiment, the blue cross indicates the microjet reference point, linked to the position of

the haptic interface end-effector, while the red dot indicates the position of the microjet as evaluated by the tracking algorithm. The full video is

available as supplemental material.

3.3.1 Subjects

Ten subjects (10 males, age range 22 - 30 years) took part

in the experiment, all of whom were right-handed. Four of

them had previous experience with haptic interfaces. None

reported any deficiencies in their perception abilities. The

experimenter explained the procedures and spent about two

minutes adjusting the setup to be comfortable before the

subject began the experiment. No practice trial was allowed.

3.3.2 Methods and Results

The task consisted of exploring the remote environment by

steering a microjet through a sequence of predefined loca-

tions, indicated in the screen as dashed circles (see Fig. 12).

At the beginning the circles were all red, and they turned

green as the controlled microjet enters them. The task was

considered completed when all the circles are green. The

number and arrangement of the microstructures in the remote

environment changed randomly between subjects (we had

12.7 ± 3.9 structures on average ± standard deviation). A

video of the experiment is available as supplemental material.

Each subject completed the exploration task twice, once

for each feedback condition proposed:

– Kinesthetic-kinesthetic feedback, where kinesthetic force

is used to render both the inertia of the controlled microjet

and the collisions between the microjet and the remote

microstructures (condition KK).

– No feedback on the inertia of the microjet and on the col-

lisions between the microjet and the remote microstruc-

tures (condition N).

In condition KK, the Omega haptic interface provides

the subject with kinesthetic feedback about the collisions

of the controlled microjet with the remote microstructures

and about the inertia of the microjet. Conversely to the first

experiment, this time we do not have any a priori information

about the remote environment, so we propose to calculate

the force feedback by evaluating the change in the speed

of the controlled microjet during the task. For this reason,

before the beginning of each task repetition, subjects were

required to move the microjet in free space for 30 seconds, so

to record its free-space speed v f s. In this way, every time the

controlled microjet enters in contact with one of the remote

microstructures, its speed decreases, and we are therefore

able to evaluate the kinesthetic force feedback fc,k(t), re-

sponsible for rendering collisions of the microjet with the

environment, as

fc,k(t) =−bc(v f s − v j)ṗr(t), (9)

where bc = 6000 N(s/m)2, ṗr(t) is the current velocity of

the reference point as controlled by the subject, and v j =

‖ṗj(t)‖ is the current speed of the microjet. On the other hand,

kinesthetic force feedback fi,k(t), responsible for rendering

the inertia of the microjet, is evaluated as if a spring-damper

system was connected the reference point and the microjet:

fi,k(t) =−ki(pr(t)−pj(t))−biṗr(t), (10)

where ki = 100 N/m is the elastic constant of the spring,

bi = 5 Ns/m is the damping coefficient, and pj(t) ∈ R
2 is the

current position of the microjet as evaluated by the tracker.

In this condition the user feels an increased viscosity every

time the speed of the microjet is lower than the one registered

in free space. Moreover, as in Sec. 3.2, the user feels an

opposite force when moving the reference point far from the

microjet (i.e., when the microjet is not fast enough to follow

the reference point). Both forces are provided by the Omega

6 haptic interface.

In condition N, as in Sec. 3.2, the system provides no

information about the inertia of the microjet and the collisions

between the controlled microjet and the remote objects.
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Fig. 11 Steering of microjets through a maze: Completion time, per-

centage of time that the microjet is in contact with the maze walls,

length of the path, and perceived effectiveness are evaluated for the

kinesthetic-only (KK), kinesthetic-vibrotactile (KV), sensory substitu-

tion (S), and no feedback (N) conditions (mean and 95% confidence

interval are shown).

Visual feedback on the remote environment is again al-

ways provided to the subjects, and the Omega 6 haptic in-

terface is always used to provide the controller with the mi-

crojet’s reference point. The passivity algorithm presented

in [55] guarantees again the stability of the control loop (see
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Fig. 13 Steering of microjets in an unstructured remote environment.

Perceived realism of the interaction is evaluated for the kinesthetic (KK)

and no feedback (N) conditions (mean and 95% confidence interval are

shown).

Sec. 2.3). The environment variables defined in eqs. (9) and

(10) have been selected by carrying out a pilot experiment

analogous to the one described at the end of Sec. 3.2.2.

Immediately after the experiment, subjects were asked to

report the perceived realism of each feedback condition in

completing the given task using a bipolar Likert-type seven-

point scale. Figure 13 shows the perceived realism of the two

feedback conditions. A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test [80] re-

vealed a statistically significant difference between the ques-

tions (Z = -2.469, p = 0.014). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test

is the non-parametric equivalent of the more popular paired

t-test. The latter is not appropriate here since the dependent

variable is measured at the ordinal level.

4 Discussion

In order to test the effectiveness of our system, we carried out

two types of experiments. The first one aimed at evaluating

the steering capabilities of the proposed teleoperation system

in a structured remote environment (see Sec. 3.2), while

the second one aimed at evaluating the steering capabilities

of our system in an unstructured remote environment (see

Sec. 3.3). In both experiments, regardless of the feedback

condition considered, all subjects were able to successfully

complete the given task. Moreover, both experiments showed

that providing haptic force feedback significantly improved

the performance and the realism of the considered tasks.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the

effectiveness of haptics is shown for such a scenario.

In the first experiment, we proposed to provide the hu-

man operator with haptic force feedback, either kinesthetic or

vibrotactile, about collisions of the reference point with the

maze walls and the inertia of the microjet. Providing haptic

feedback (conditions KK and KV) significantly improved the

performance of the task with respect to not providing any

kind of information about the forces exerted (condition N) in

all the considered metrics. It also significantly outperformed

sensory substitution of force feedback (condition S) in all the

metrics but completion time. No statistical difference was

shown between the two conditions providing haptic feedback
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(KK and KV). However, condition KV was preferred by ten

subjects out of eighteen, and subjects particularly appreci-

ated the capability of condition KV to enable them to well

discriminate between the force due to the inertia and the

one due to the collision with the maze walls. This enhanced

discrimination capability of condition KV has been already

demonstrated in the literature for needle insertion, but never

for applications at the micro level. Pacchierotti et al. [28], for

example, proposed a haptic system to steer flexible needles

in soft tissue. The master haptic interface provides the oper-

ator with mixed kinesthetic-vibrotactile navigation cues to

guide the needle toward the target. The mixed kinesthetic-

vibrotactile condition outperformed both sensory substitution

via visual feedback and kinesthetic feedback only. Ramos et

al. [58] combined vibrotactile and kinesthetic force feedback

to render, at the same time, forces generated by the collision

of the slave tool with the remote environment and forces gen-

erated by the action of active constraints [81]. The condition

mixing vibrotactile and kinesthetic feedback outperformed

the one providing kinesthetic feedback only and was pre-

ferred by most subjects. Finally, it is also worth noticing that

in the first experiment we provided force feedback about

collisions of the reference point with the maze walls, while

it may seem more natural to provide force feedback about

collisions of the microjet with the maze walls. However, the

position of the microjet as estimated by the tracking algo-

rithm is subject to unanticipated changes and this, together

with the high stiffness value kc,k assigned to the maze walls

(see eq. (6)), may lead to undesirable abrupt changes in the

position of the haptic device end-effector. For this reason,

in this first experiment we considered the collisions of the

reference point. However, in the second experiment, where

the rendering policy is different, we take into account the

collisions of the microjet with the remote environment.

In the second experiment, we propose to provide the

human operator with kinesthetic force feedback about the in-

ertia of the controlled microjet and the collisions between the

microjet and the remote environment, which was randomly

filled with microstructures. Providing haptic feedback (condi-

tion KK) significantly improved the perceived realism of the

task with respect to not providing any kind of information

about the forces exerted (condition N). The force feedback

considered for this experiment is based on the change of

speed of the microjet and this is the first time that such a ren-

dering policy is used in applications at the micro level. This

policy could have been, of course, also used in the experiment

with the maze, where the remote environment was known.

However, the a priori knowledge of the remote environment

enabled us to provide a more effective and compelling force

feedback. On the other hand, we often do not have such in-

formation, and therefore the speed-based approach employed

in the second experiment is still a valuable technique. Since

in this experiment the force feedback is evaluated according

to the change in speed of the microjet, the tracking algo-

rithm plays here a paramount role. Without a reliable and

robust technique to track the position of the microjet, in fact,

it would have not been possible to achieve such a result.

The tracking task is particularly challenging is our situation,

where we need to deal with inconsistent shapes such as our

microjets surrounded by oxygen bubble trails. The fact that

all the subjects were able to successfully complete the task

with high perceived realism is therefore also an indicator of

the quality and robustness of the enforced tracking technique.

Results proved our system to be an effective and intuitive

solution for steering self-propelled micromotors in various

environments. Twenty-six subjects, with no prior experience,

managed to easily complete the considered tasks and found

our system easy to learn and easy to use. Moreover, haptic

feedback was proven to be an effective tool to significantly

improve the performance and realism of such a system.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this work we presented a novel teleoperation system with

haptic force feedback for the steering of self-propelled micro-

motors, which we refer to as microjets. The human operator

is able to intuitively steer the microjets using the end-effector

of a grounded haptic interface, while being provided, through

the same end-effector, with haptic feedback about the forces

exerted at the remote environment. The system is shown in

Fig. 1. We carried out two experiments, enrolling twenty-six

subjects. The first experiment aimed at evaluating the steering

capabilities of the proposed teleoperation system in a struc-

tured remote environment composed of a 2.25×2.25 mm

maze, while the second experiment aimed at evaluating the

steering capabilities of our system in an unstructured remote

environment composed of randomly placed microstructures.

In both experiments, regardless of the feedback condition

considered, all subjects were able to successfully complete

the given task. However, both experiments showed that pro-

viding haptic force feedback significantly improved the per-

formance and the realism of the considered tasks. Moreover,

conditions employing haptic feedback were also significantly

preferred by the users.

In the near future, we will focus on investigating the

practical translational aspects of the proposed teleoperation

system for biomedical applications. In the current form, in

fact, our catalytic microjets are not suitable for biomedi-

cal applications, since their fuel, hydrogen peroxide, is not

biocompatible. In this respect, Gao et al. [82] very recently

reported an in vivo study of zinc-based artificial micromotors

in a living organism using a mouse model. They demon-

strated that the acid-driven propulsion in the mouse stomach

effectively enhances the binding and retention of the motors

as well as of cargo payloads on the stomach wall. More-

over, the body of the micromotors gradually dissolved in the
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gastric acid, releasing the carried payload and leaving no

toxic residue behind. In addition to exploring the usage of

biocompatible fuels, we are also planning to substitute the

high-resolution camera with an ultrasound imaging system,

so to be able to track the position of the controlled microjet

and other self-propelled microsized agents in biological fluid.

In this respect, Sanchez et al. [25] already presented an algo-

rithm for the closed-loop control of self-propelled microjets

using feedback extracted from B-mode ultrasound images,

and Khalil et al. [26] demonstrated the effectiveness of our

magnetic control system in steering self-propelled microjets

against fluidic flows. With a flow rate of 2.5 µl/min applied

against the direction of the microjets, the control system po-

sitioned the microjets at an average velocity of 90 µm/s and

within an average region of convergence of 600 µm.

Finally, we would like to be able to control the position

and speed of the microjets in 3-dimensional space, extend-

ing the experimental evaluation to multi-level mazes. We

are also interested in testing different types of haptic stimuli

(e.g., skin-stretch, pin-arrays) and sensory substitution tech-

niques (e.g., visual, audio), with the objective of improving

the results registered in this work. Future applications of the

system include targeted drug delivery of microsized agents

and nanocapsules, as well as micromanipulation of artificial

objects. It has been in fact shown that self-propelled microjets

can selectively transport relatively large amounts of particles

on-a-chip and Murine Cath.a-differentiated cells [4].
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